Abstract-The success of Google's Pregel framework in distributed graph processing has inspired a surging interest in developing Pregel-like platforms featuring a user-friendly "think like a vertex" programming model. Existing Pregel-like systems support a fault tolerance mechanism called checkpointing, which periodically saves computation states as checkpoints to HDFS, so that when a failure happens, computation rolls back to the latest checkpoint. However, a checkpoint in existing systems stores a huge amount of data, including vertex states, edges, and messages sent by vertices, which significantly degrades the failure-free performance. Moreover, the high checkpointing cost prevents frequent checkpointing, and thus recovery has to replay all the computations from a state checkpointed some time ago.
INTRODUCTION
S EVERAL Pregel-like systems have been developed recently for big graph analytics, such as Giraph [1] , GraphLab [2] , [3] , GPS [4] and Pregel+ [5] . These systems adopt a user-friendly vertex-centric programming model first proposed in Google's Pregel [6] , where a programmer only needs to specify the behavior of one generic vertex. Moreover, to be resilient to machine failures, these distributed systems support fault tolerance by checkpointing, which periodically saves the current state of computation to a failure-resilient storage such as HDFS 1 . However, checkpointing incurs additional overhead during the failure-free execution, and one main goal of this paper is to significantly reduce this overhead by investigating the properties specific to the framework of Pregel. 1 . HDFS replicates each data block to three different machines so that data loss does not happen unless all the three machines crash at the same time.
with value equal to a(v)/|Γ(v)|.
The above job for PageRank computation may be specified to save a checkpoint for every 10 supersteps. If a machine crashes, say, at superstep 17, then the latest checkpoint saved at superstep 10 will be loaded to roll the state of every vertex back to the end of superstep 10, and the computation then reruns from superstep 11.
A checkpoint written by an existing Pregel-like system is heavyweight, which saves the following data for every vertex v: (1) value a(v), (2) adjacency list Γ(v), and (3) incoming messages to v (for the next superstep), denoted by M in (v). We need to store M in (v) since it may be used to update a(v) and to compute the messages that v will send; we also need to store Γ(v) since Pregel allows topology mutation, and Γ(v) may change in different supersteps.
However, this solution is an overkill for PageRank computation, since it suffices to save a lightweight checkpoint, i.e., we save only the PageRank value a(v) of every vertex v: (1) outgoing messages of v can be computed without examining M in (v) (recall that the message is a(v)/|Γ(v)|); (2) Γ(v) is static and can be directly loaded from the input graph.
We remark that while the lightweight checkpoint discussed above can be straightforwardly applied for PageRank computation in the framework of Pregel, this paper aims to apply lightweight checkpointing to a general Pregel algorithm. For this purpose, we need to meet the following requirements: (1) some vertices may be inactive in a superstep and our solution should not generate outgoing messages for them; (2) some Pregel algorithms perform topology mutation and our solution should correctly recover Γ(v) of every vertex v from the checkpointed data; arXiv:1601.06496v1 [cs.DC] 25 Jan 2016
(3) our solution should handle Pregel algorithms where a vertex v needs to examine every received message in order to generate and send new messages; (4) our solution should keep the familiar vertex-centric programming model, with only minimal additional issues that a programmer needs to take care of. As we shall see in Section 4, our solution satisfies all the four requirements listed above.
Lightweight checkpointing significantly improves the checkpointing time (and hence the failure-free performance). For example, when computing PageRank on WebUK (a web graph with 5.5 billion edges), it takes around 60 seconds to write a conventional checkpoint while lightweight checkpointing takes only 2 seconds.
Log-Based Recovery. Let us use PageRank computation as an example again. Even if only one machine crashes at superstep 17, all machine will load the checkpoint at superstep 10 to roll the states of its vertices back. Then, the recovery simply reruns from superstep 11 to superstep 17. However, the states of the vertices in the surviving machines are already at superstep 17 when the failure occurs, and hence the computation of recovering the states of these vertices is redundant.
To avoid the above problem, [7] proposed a messagelog based method for faster recovery, which does not roll the states of surviving vertices back, and only reassigns the vertices in the crashed machine to another healthy machine (called a replacing machine) and reruns their computation. However, when a vertex v in the replacing machine reruns its computation at a superstep, say, superstep 12, v also needs to receive messages from surviving vertices. For this goal, [7] proposed to log the messages that every vertex sends at every superstep to the local disk. When recovering superstep 12, a surviving vertex can now simply load from the local disk those messages that it sent to the crashed machine at superstep 12, and re-send them to the replacing machine. The recovery is much faster since the communication involves only those messages that are sent to the replacing machine. Meanwhile, [7] observed that for a common cluster connected with Gigabit Ethernet, writing messages to local disks is much faster than sending messages over the network, and hence message logging incurs negligible overhead during the failure-free execution.
However, we find that message logging does not slow down failure-free performance only if garbage collection is not considered, but without garbage collection the disk space can be used up quickly during computation. Moreover, when the job ends, the logged messages need to be garbage collected sooner or later, which is still time consuming. To see why garbage collection is necessary, let us consider PageRank computation again. In each superstep, a message is sent along every edge, and thus the size of the logged messages is comparable to the graph size. If the computation runs for 100 supersteps before convergence, then the logged data have a size of about 100 times that of the graph itself. In contrast, if we delete all logged messages right after a checkpoint is written, then only messages logged after the latest checkpoint have to be kept for recovery, whose amount does not exceed 10 times the graph size. Unfortunately, deleting the messages logged for the previous 10 supersteps is also time-consuming, since the OS needs to traverse all data-block pointers in the related files. As a result, the garbage collection cost of message-log based recovery during the failure-free execution outweighs the benefit of faster recovery when a failure does happen (which is infrequent).
Our solution, vertex-state logging, solves the problem by only logging vertex states to local disks. When a surviving vertex needs to send messages to a replacing machine, the messages are re-generated from the logged vertex states. Since the data volume of vertex states is much smaller than that of messages, garbage collecting them is much faster and incurs negligible overhead during the failure-free execution. To our knowledge, vertex-state logging is the only approach that achieves faster recovery without sacrificing the more important failure-free performance.
Contributions and Paper Organization. While existing Pregel-like systems simply implement the straightforward heavyweight checkpointing method [6] , our work explores the properties specific to the framework of Pregel to significantly improve the performance of checkpointing and recovery. Specifically, we eliminate the need of storing messages in both a checkpoint and local logs, by generating messages online from vertex states; we also significantly reduce the amount of edge data stored in checkpoints and local logs, using the idea of incremental checkpointing [8] . Robust solutions are developed to make the ideas work for a generic Pregel algorithm, while keeping the userfriendly vertex-centric programming interface with minimal additional issues that users need to take care of. Our vertexstate logging approach also solves the problem of expensive garbage collection cost suffered by a recently proposed logbased recovery approach, making log-based recovery truly beneficial in practice.
Our solutions were implemented on top of an efficient open-source Pregel system called Pregel+ [5] , which has also been used in many recent works [9] , [10] , [11] . The implementation utilizes the latest technologies such as the new ULFM (User-Level Failure Mitigation) standard of MPI for both efficiency and portability. Extensive experiments were conducted to verify the efficiency of our solutions. All system and application codes are open source and can be downloaded from http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/ pregelplus/ft.html.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section 2. Our basic fault-tolerant framework is presented in Section 3. We then introduce our solution to lightweight checkpointing in Section 4, and the extension to support log-based recovery in Section 5. Experimental results are reported in Section 6 and we conclude the paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
We first review the framework of Pregel and Pregel-like systems. Then, we discuss related work on fault tolerance for general distributed systems and for Pregel-like systems.
In this paper, we assume that the input graph G = (V, E) is stored on HDFS, where each vertex v ∈ V has a unique ID id(v) (we use v and id(v) interchangeably for simplicity) and an adjacency list Γ(v). If G is undirected (resp. directed), Γ(v) contains all v's neighbors (resp. out-neighbors).
In Pregel, each vertex v also maintains (1) a value a(v) which gets updated during computation, and (2) a label active(v) indicating whether v is active or halted in the current superstep. Let us define the state of v in Pregel as a triple state(v) = (a(v), Γ(v), active(v)). A Pregel program is run on a cluster of worker machines (or simply workers), denoted by W.
Pregel & Pregel-Like Systems
Computation Model of Pregel. A Pregel program starts by loading the input graph G from HDFS, where each vertex v is distributed to a worker W ∈ W according to a partitioning function hash(.). Specifically, a vertex v, along with its adjacency list Γ(v), is assigned to worker W = hash(v). We denote the set of all vertices that are assigned to worker W by V W .
In Pregel, a user needs to specify the behavior of a vertex v in a user-defined function (UDF) compute(msgs), where msgs is the set of messages received by v, which were sent from other vertices in the previous superstep. In v.compute(.), v may update a(v) and Γ(v), send messages to other vertices, and vote to halt (i.e., deactivate itself). Only active vertices will call compute(.) in a superstep, but a halted vertex will be reactivated if it receives a message. The program terminates when all vertices are halted and there is no pending message for the next superstep, and then the results (e.g. a(v) of every vertex v) are dumped to HDFS.
Conceptually, the computation logic of v.compute(.) can be formulated as the following function:
where we use superscript (i) to indicate the corresponding superstep number (i.e., i). Specifically, (1) 
refers to the state of v after its computation at superstep i; (2) M Since Pregel adopts a synchronous execution model, after v.compute(.) is called on every active vertex v, the outgoing messages (i.e., M (i) out (v) of every v) need to be completely shuffled from the sender side to the receiver side (i.e., M (i+1) in (u) of every u) before the next superstep begins. Users may also implement a message combiner to specify how to combine messages that are sent to the same vertex u, so that on a worker W , the outgoing messages to be sent by vertices in V W to u will be combined into a single message by W locally, and then sent to u. For example, in PageRank computation, the combiner can be implemented as the summation operation, since only the sum of incoming messages is of interest in compute(.). Message combiner effectively reduces the number of messages transmitted.
Pregel also allows users to implement an aggregator for global communication. Each vertex can provide a value to an aggregator in compute(.) in a superstep. The system aggregates those values and makes the aggregated result available to all vertices in the next superstep.
Pregel-Like Systems. Many Pregel-like systems have been developed in recent years, which adopt the user-friendly vertex-centric model of Pregel. Some systems follow a similar design as Pregel, such as Giraph [1] , GPS [4] and Pregel+ [5] , and perform synchronous execution, with vertices communicating with each other by message passing. There are also vertex-centric systems that follow a different design from Pregel, such as GraphLab [2] and its subsequent version PowerGraph [3] (both systems are simply called GraphLab). GraphLab adopts a shared memory abstraction where a vertex v directly accesses the data of its adjacent vertices and edges (or their replicas on v's machine). GraphLab also schedules vertices for processing in an asynchronous manner, which leads to faster convergence for some algorithms where vertex values converge asymmetrically. However, [12] and [10] discover that GraphLab's asynchronous mode is generally slower than its synchronous mode that simulates the framework of Pregel, due to the overhead of enforcing data consistency under race conditions (e.g., by using locks).
This paper mainly focuses on fault tolerance issues under the synchronous computation model of Pregel, but the idea of generating messages from vertex states can be easily extended to work under the asynchronous model of GraphLab. In the remainder of this section, we discuss related work on fault tolerance, while we refer interested readers to [12] and [10] for more detailed reviews on Pregellike systems.
Related Work on Fault Tolerance
The studies of fault tolerance in distributed message-passing systems date back to the 80s-90s, and the techniques are well surveyed in [8] , including coordinated checkpointing, uncoordinated checkpointing and incremental checkpointing. Existing Pregel-like systems adopt coordinated checkpointing, which writes a checkpoint right after a synchronization barrier (i.e., end of message shuffling). Uncoordinated checkpointing is more efficient for asynchronous computation models, one representative algorithm of which is the Chandy-Lamport snapshot [13] . For example, GraphLab adapts the Chandy-Lamport snapshot to incrementally construct each consistent snapshot without suspending execution [2] . Incremental checkpointing reduces the amount of data in a checkpoint, by avoiding rewriting portions of states that do not change between consecutive checkpoints. For example, if the topology of a graph does not change throughout the computation, there is no need to write edges to any checkpoint other than the first one. However, existing Pregel-like systems have not even considered this simple version of incremental checkpointing.
Chandy-Lamport snapshot [13] can be used for checkpointing asynchronous vertex-centric computation like that of GraphLab. In this approach, a checkpointing request is initiated at fixed intervals, where each worker schedules the saving of the current states of its vertices to HDFS one by one. However, the saved states may be inconsistent. To see this, consider two vertices u and v, and assume that the following four events happen in order: (1) u's state is saved, (2) u updates a(u) and sends a message to v, (3) v receives the message and updates a(v), (4) v's state is saved. Then, any snapshot containing the saved states of u and v is inconsistent, since a(u) refers to the old value before Event (2), but a(v) is affected by the updated value of a(u) after Event (2) . To prevent the above inconsistency, whenever a vertex u is checkpointed, it broadcasts a checkpointing request to all its neighbors, before sending any messages. When a vertex v receives a checkpointing request, it ignores the request if it is already checkpointed; otherwise, v saves its state and broadcasts a checkpointing request to all its neighbors. In the previous example, u will now send a checkpointing request to v before Event (2), and thus v will save its state before Event (3) (assuming communication channels are FIFO). As a result, both a(u) and a(v) do not reflect the effect of Event (2) and are thus consistent. We remark that our idea of generating messages from vertex states is also applicable to Chandy-Lamport snapshot, where when a vertex v saves its state, it does not need to save the incoming messages since outgoing messages can be generated without them.
The message logging method of [7] has been described in Section 1, where we assume that a checkpoint is written every 10 supersteps, and a failure occurs at superstep 17. However, the algorithm becomes more complicated if cascading failures are considered, as the states of the vertices may be at more than 2 different supersteps. For example, assume that the first failure happens on worker W 1 , and then during recovery, another failure happens at superstep 15 on W 2 . In this case, (1) the states of vertices on W 1 (which replaces the crashed worker at the first failure) are at superstep 15; (2) vertices on W 2 are reassigned to another machine that loads their states at superstep 10 from the latest checkpoint on HDFS; (3) the states of all other vertices are at superstep 17. To be robust to cascading failures, [7] classifies vertices by their states, and requires a vertex whose state is at superstep i to perform vertex-centric computation only after superstep i is recovered. However, the algorithm of [7] only considers the logic related to message passing, while we consider a more complete solution to the framework of Pregel in general, including other aspects such as the recovery of aggregator, and garbage collection.
We note that [7] emphasizes more on vertex reassignment strategies, and does not discuss important issues such as the recovery of aggregator and garbage collection, which we cover in this paper as a complete solution of log-based recovery. When a failure happens, [7] reassigns vertices in crashed workers to the surviving workers using a costsensitive reassignment algorithm, to achieve parallelism in recovery. The reassignment is computed by the master and written to a zookeeper; each worker then obtains the reassignment from the zookeeper and loads the assigned vertices. This solution for reassignment, however, changes the vertex partitioning function hash(.), which is often a simple hash function on vertex ID. In contrast, our recovery solution endeavors to retain the hash(.) function.
Among other related work, the fault-tolerance protocols surveyed in [8] are mainly designed for a general messagepassing system, and are transparent to the concrete computation model. As a result, compared with tailor-made solutions to the framework of Pregel, the general-purpose protocols incur additional overhead like piggybacked information and dependency tracking. At the other extreme, efficient recovery methods have been designed to eliminate the need of checkpointing, but they either have less expressiveness, or incur much additional burden during computation.
For example, if an algorithm is self-correcting towards a fix point, optimistic recovery [14] simply re-initiates the states of vertices in crashed workers and continues execution. Another work, [15] , avoids checkpointing by constructing k replicas for each vertex on different workers, and relies on replicas for recovery. This solution is resilient to the failure of (k − 1) machines. However, replicas consume additional memory space, and the approach still slows down the failure-free performance since any update to a vertex needs to be synchronized to all its replicas.
THE FRAMEWORK FOR FAULT RECOVERY
This section presents our fault-tolerant framework on top of which we implement our fault recovery algorithms. The framework is implemented upon the Pregel+ system [5] (note that our framework is general and can be applied to any Pregel-like systems). Pregel+ implements the communication operations using Message Passing Interface (MPI). Implementing the communication layer by MPI provides advantages such as high efficiency and portability. Moreover, MPI programmers do not need to take care of the mapping between each computing process to the concrete machine. All that is necessary is to specify the number of processes to run, and the hostnames of the machines that the job is to run on. The concrete MPI implementation (e.g., OpenMPI, MPICH) will assign the processes to the machines (e.g., in a round-robin fashion) and start them automatically. The processes are numbered by 0, 1, 2, · · ·, where the ID of a process is also called its rank. The rankto-machine mapping is automatically tracked by MPI and is transparent to programmers. This feature increases the portability of our fault-tolerant framework, allowing it to run on any number of machines deployed with any platform (with MPI installed) without any additional effort.
We now introduce the design of our fault-tolerant framework.
Worker Reassignment. As we mentioned in Section 2.2, our framework is designed to retain the same vertex partitioning function hash(.) even after recovery. Meanwhile, even if there is no standby machine, we do not want to overburden a surviving machine by assigning all vertices in a crashed machine to it. For this purpose, we partition the input graph into n parts, where n is a multiple (e.g., c times) of the number of machines, and each part is assigned to one process (or worker). As a result, each machine runs c workers, and each worker is responsible for every vertex v such that hash(v) equals the rank of the worker. If a machine is down, the c workers can be reassigned to as many as c different machines, so that a surviving worker will be assigned only around 1/c more workload than before. Moreover, hash(.) remains the same since the rankto-machine mapping is automatically tracked by MPI.
We remark that hash(.) is a frequently evaluated function in Pregel, and it is important to keep the function simple (and hence complicated reassignment strategy should be avoided). This is because, when a vertex needs to send a message to another vertex v, it needs to compute the worker ID W = hash(v) and then send the message to W . In practice, the message is appended to a message queue, which buffers all messages that are to be sent to W . Each worker of Pregel+ maintains |W| outgoing message queues, one for each worker in the worker set W. When all active vertices have been processed for a superstep, the generated messages in each queue are then combined and sent to the target worker in one batch.
Commits. Although messages in a queue can be sent to the target worker (in smaller batches) in parallel with the vertexcentric computation so that the network bandwidth is also utilized during the computation, the effect of message combining is reduced since messages in different batches cannot be combined. Moreover, the vertex-centric computation is often lightweight, i.e., the cost of generating a message is negligible compared with the cost of transmitting the message. Therefore, in each superstep, we adopt the simple workflow of computation followed by communication:
(1) vertex-centric computation is performed first to generate all out-going messages, and then (2) the generated messages are combined and sent to target machines, and finally, (3) all workers synchronize their partially aggregated data and control information, to obtain the final aggregator value and to decide whether to continue the next superstep.
Note that a worker can only detect a failure when it communicates. As a result, by performing computation before communication, it is guaranteed that when a worker W detects a failure in a superstep i, all vertex states and partially aggregated data and control information of W have been fully updated by superstep i. In this case, we say that the state of W , denoted by s(W ), is at superstep i, or simply, s(W ) = i. We also say that W partially commits superstep i. Note that when a failure occurs at superstep i, every worker must have partially committed superstep i, and this property is important for log-based recovery which does not roll the state of a surviving worker back.
Partial commit only refers to the situation where all workers finish their computation in a superstep. If all workers also finish their communication for a superstep, which means that all messages reach the receiver side and the global aggregator value and control information are obtained, then we say that the superstep is fully committed. We can only checkpoint a superstep i or start a new superstep (i.e., (i + 1)), after superstep i is fully committed. This is because for every vertex v, M i+1 in (v) is the input to v.compute(.) for superstep (i + 1), and should be included in the checkpointed data for superstep i.
Failure Detection and Error
Handling. Efficient failure detection mechanism is always an important issue of any fault-tolerant distributed system. Implementing failure detection logic (e.g., heartbeat signals) requires users to manage worker-to-machine mapping and to hardcode details like port numbers, which ruins the simplicity and portability provided by MPI. Moreover, earlier MPI libraries do not provide a mechanism to exclude the set of failed workers, and a surviving worker may at best report the detected failure and then abort. This problem hinders applications that require fault tolerance from leveraging existing MPI libraries in their implementations, forcing them to rebuild the systems from scratch and to reinvent the wheel of efficient communication primitives whose algorithms have been studied for decades and implemented in MPI libraries.
In 2012, a working group of the MPI Forum proposed
User-Level Failure Mitigation (ULFM) [16] for the MPI-3 Standard, which provides a resilience extension to MPI by including additional communication primitives with new semantics (e.g., for failure notification). ULFM has already been supported by main-stream MPI libraries such as OpenMPI 2 and MPICH 3 . These extended communication primitives start with prefix "MPIX " rather than the "MPI " prefix for standard primitives. Our fault-tolerant framework extends Pregel+ with the following two ULFM primitives, in order to enjoy the high portability of MPI and to leave lowlevel details such as worker-to-machine mapping to MPI:
• MPIX Comm revoke(.). The function takes a worker set W as input, and is called by a worker W ∈ W to asynchronously notify every other worker in W about an error. Upon receiving the notification, a worker will immediately abort its on-going MPI communication primitive, and report an error. We denote the function by mpi revoke(W) for simplicity.
• MPIX Comm shrink(.). This is a collective function called by every surviving worker in a worker set W that detects a failure, and returns a new worker set containing all the surviving workers. We denote the function by mpi shrink(W) for simplicity.
Each worker calling mpi shrink(W) reports its own status, and if it detected the failure of another worker W f when it was communicating with W f , the status of W f is also reported. The primitive mpi shrink(W) blocks until information about all workers in W are received. Notably, mpi shrink(W) ignores any notification asynchronously sent from any worker W ∈ W, which is the key property which we use for failure notification in our framework. We shall discuss how we use these two ULFM primitives soon when we discuss the execution flow of our framework.
Avoiding Single-Point-of-Failure. An existing Pregel-like system usually runs a master, and a group of slaves that perform the actual computation. The master is responsible for monitoring the computing process to detect errors, and for aggregating partially aggregator values and control information. Master is a single point of failure (SPOF): the whole job fails if the machine running the master is crashed. Although SPOF can be mitigated by maintaining a secondary master, we adopt a more robust solution that allows any worker to be elected as a master, so that the job will not fail even if (|W| − 1) workers fail.
We define the master as the worker W with the largest state s(W ), i.e., the longest-living worker, with ties broken by worker ID. When we obtain the set of workers surviving a failure (using mpi shrink(.)), our framework will let the surviving workers immediately synchronize their states to elect a new master. The benefit of letting the longest-living worker be the master (let it be worker W ) is that, W can log the globally synchronized aggregator values and control information from W during its execution, and all workers can directly obtain these global information during recovery before reaching superstep s(W ). This design simplifies logbased recovery, where some workers do not perform computation and thus cannot obtain partially aggregated value The Framework. We now present our fault-tolerant framework, upon which we implement our fault recovery algorithms to be presented in the next two sections. Our framework deals with three worker sets: (1) the set of all workers, denoted by W all ; and when a failure occurs, (2) the set of workers that survive the failure, denoted by W alive ; and (3) the set of new workers, denoted by W new , spawned by the surviving workers to replace the failed workers.
Before describing the execution flow of our framework, we first describe some important MPI primitives that we use. Firstly, every worker in a worker set (e.g., W alive ) can call a collective function MPI Comm spawn(.), to spawn a set of new workers (e.g., W new ). The function takes arguments like the number of new workers to spawn, and a list of machines to spawn them on (e.g., in a roundrobin manner). Secondly, a worker may obtain the set of workers that collectively spawn it, by calling a function MPI Comm get parent(.), which returns NULL if the worker starts normally. Thirdly, worker sets (e.g., W alive and W new ) can be merged into a new worker set, by calling a function MPI Intercomm merge(.). Finally, one can register an error handling function to a worker set W, so that if an on-going communication primitive over W reports an error, the execution flow enters the error handling function.
In our framework, every worker runs the same program (over disjoint sets of vertices) as shown in Figure 1 . We mainly focus on the execution flow in Figure 1 , and different recovery strategies can be implemented under this framework, by specifying different operations for the three underlined functions: (1) process a superstep(), which specifies the algorithm for processing a superstep; and when a failure occurs and after W all has been recovered as W alive ∪ W new , (2) survivor recovery() specifies how a surviving worker in W alive should react to the failure, and (3) new worker recovery() specifies how a newly-respawned replacing worker should react to restore the pre-failure state of a failed worker.
Main Execution Flow. A worker starts by entering the main execution flow of Figure 1(a) , where we omit details like initializing superstep number and registering an error handling function to W all (which is err handling() as detailed in Figure 1(c) ). Line 1 refers to the recovery process detailed in Figure 1(b) , and is only run by a respawned worker. A worker that starts normally directly goes to Line 2, where it backs up the execution environment before the iterative computation in Line 5. Here, we use the setjmp and longjmp functions of the C library. If a worker calls setjmp(env) to back up its environment to env, it can later call longjmp(env) to return to the backup position. Line 3 checks whether the worker is a survivor of a failure, and just jumped back from error handling. If so, it enters Line 4 to recover its data. Finally, Line 5 performs the iterative computation, and this is where communication error may occur, in which case the execution flow will enter err handling().
Error Handling. We now consider the execution flow of a worker that survives a failure. Suppose a worker W f fails, then any worker W d communicating with W f will detect the failure and call err handling(). In Figure 1(c) , W d will then call mpi revoke(W all ) at Line 1 to notify other workers in W all about the failure, and blocks on mpi shrink(W all ) at Line 2. Upon receiving the notification, a worker aborts its on-going communication, enters err handling() and blocks on mpi shrink(W all ). Recall that mpi shrink(W all ) ignores any revoking notification, and when all surviving workers reach mpi shrink(W all ) at Line 2, the function returns W alive to the workers. This is because all statuses of workers in W all have been collected, where the status of a failed worker is reported by a surviving worker that detects it.
Then, the surviving workers elect a master at Line 3, and spawn a set of (|W all | − |W alive |) new workers, W new , to replace the failed ones (Line 4). The elected master then sends information to each new worker, such as the assigned worker ID and the latest checkpoint to load (Lines 5-6). Finally, a surviving worker merges W alive and W new as the new W all (Line 7), and registers err handling() to it (Line 8). In the end, longjmp is called at Line 9 to jump back to to Line 2 of Figure 1(a) . After jumping back, Line 4 of Figure 1 (a) will be called where the surviving worker recovers its data (e.g., by loading a checkpoint).
Execution Flow of a Respawned Worker. When W new is created by Line 4 of Figure 1(c) , we have W all = W new for every respawned worker. A respawned worker enters Line 1 of Figure 1 (a) to initialize its state, which is detailed in Figure 1(b) . Specifically, the worker first obtains informa-
and registers err handling() to it (Line 4). Finally, the worker restores the pre-failure state of a failed worker in Line 5 (e.g., by loading a checkpoint), before returning to the main execution flow for iterative computation.
LIGHTWEIGHT CHECKPOINTING
In this section, we describe our checkpoint-based recovery algorithms on top of our fault-tolerant framework.
Checkpointing during Normal Execution. In the process a superstep() procedure of Figure 1(a) , a worker W processes a superstep i as follows: (1) compute(.) is called on every active vertices in V W ; (2) messages are shuffled to the receiver side, synchronization is performed to obtain the global aggregator value and control information; (3) if the current superstep needs to be checkpointed, write the data of vertices in V W to HDFS, and then delete the previous checkpoint on HDFS. A barrier is needed before Step (3), to guarantee that all workers have globally committed the superstep before starting checkpointing. A barrier is also needed after the current checkpoint is written and before starting to delete the previous checkpoint, to guarantee that all data of the current checkpoint is written (otherwise, the previous checkpoint is still valid), and we say that the checkpoint is committed in this case.
The condition for checkpointing is user-defined. For example, a checkpoint can be written for every δ supersteps, or every δ minutes. In the latter case, when the master fully commits a superstep, it checks whether the current time is more than δ minutes from the time of committing the last checkpoint, and if so, it notifies all workers in W all to write a checkpoint. The time-interval based strategy is suitable for Pregel algorithms where the time taken by different supersteps varies considerably.
We denote the checkpoint for superstep i by CP [i], which consists of a file on HDFS for each worker W ∈ W all . Specifically, each worker W contributes to CP [i] by writing the data of vertices in V W (after superstep i is committed) to a file denoted by CP W [i]. The benefit is that when W needs to roll back to superstep i later, it may simply load the file
However, at the beginning of a job, the vertices of each worker W (i.e., V W ) may not be stored continuously in the input graph, and when different workers load different portions of the input graph, they need to shuffle the vertices with each other to obtain their own vertices for processing. To avoid the shuffling during recovery, when each worker W obtains V W and before it starts iterative computation, it will write its vertex data to a file However, there also exist Pregel algorithms that perform topology mutation. A common type of algorithms only perform edge deletions during the iterative computation, such as the k-core finding algorithm of [17] . To be both general and space-efficient, we let each worker W log its requests of topology mutation to the local disk. When W writes a new checkpoint, it appends the logged requests to a log file (for W ) on HDFS, denoted by E W , and then deletes the requests from the local disk.
To recover the adjacency lists of vertices in V W , W simply loads the initial edge data from CP W [0] and then replays the logged mutation requests loaded from E W .
To see why this approach is more efficient, consider a Pregel algorithm with only edge deletions. In this case, there are at most |E| mutation requests in total. In other words, at most O(|E|) edge mutation data are written to HDFS throughout the computation regardless of the number of checkpoints written, and the recovery of edge data also only loads O(|E|) mutation requests to replay. We remark that this bound is loose, since in reality, the mutation requests are usually much less than O(|E|) (e.g., k-core algorithm of [17] ). This approach also supports log-based recovery, since a surviving worker may simply forward edge mutation requests (loaded from its local log) to failed workers.
Message Generation from Vertex States.
A conventional checkpoint of a superstep i also needs to store all messages generated in superstep i. Our baseline algorithm that implements conventional checkpointing writes a checkpoint for superstep i after it is globally committed. Since messages have been combined and shuffled to the receiver side, each worker W simply saves all received messages to CP W [i]. To load CP [i] for recovery, each worker W simply loads the incoming messages from CP W [i] for use by superstep (i + 1), and there is no need to shuffle messages for superstep i.
We call this baseline algorithm as HWCP (heavyweight checkpointing), since each checkpoint stores all the edges and messages, which is heavyweight. In our framework, HWCP is implemented by specifying both recovery functions survivor recovery() and new worker recovery() in Figure 1 with the same logic: each worker W loads data from latest heavyweight checkpoint CP [i], and sets the superstep number back to i.
Even HWCP only stores fully combined messages, the volume can still be very large. While the number of messages generated in a superstep is exactly |E| for PageRank computation, the number can be even much larger in some Pregel algorithms. For example, the triangle finding algorithm of [17] sends Ω(|E| 1.5 ) messages in a superstep, as we shall discuss in the Appendix. To eliminate the need of storing messages in a checkpoint, we propose to instead generate messages from vertex states online. This algorithm is called LWCP (lightweight checkpointing), since we only write the O(|V |) vertex states (without adjacency lists) and the incremental mutation requests to the checkpoint, whose volume is typically much less than O(|E|). Of course, CP [0] has to store all the initial edges.
Recall that in HWCP, the logic of v.compute(.) can be formulated into the function f (.) shown in Equation (1). In contrast, LWCP formulates the computation logic by the following two functions running in order:
Put simply, function g(.) first computes a new state for v from its old state and the messages received by v, and then function h(.) generates outgoing messages solely from the new state of v, without examining the incoming messages.
Model Expressiveness. The above functions might remind you of the edge-centric Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model adopted by systems like PowerGraph [3] and GraphChi [18] . In fact, the GAS model can be expressed using these two functions: (1) the Gather phase obtains messages from each in-edges (i.e., M (i) in (v)) and aggregates them to update the vertex state (i.e., state (i) (v)), and (2) the Scatter phase computes a message for each out-edge (i.e., M
out (v)) from the updated state of v (i.e., state (i) (v)). Therefore, the model of LWCP is at least as expressive as the GAS model. However, our goal is to make LWCP as expressive as the computation model of Pregel, but Equations (2) and (3) constitute a special case of Equation (1). We classify Pregel algorithms into three categories, and explain how LWCP fits into each category.
The first kind of algorithm is called an always-active style algorithm, where in each superstep, every vertex is active and sends messages whose values are computed from the vertex state. PageRank computation falls into this category, and thus our LWCP algorithm can use the original compute(.) of HWCP without any modification.
The second kind of algorithm is called a traversal style algorithm, where a vertex only sends messages if its value is updated by the incoming messages. Examples of traversal style algorithms include the Hash-Min algorithm for computing connected components [11] and the algorithm for computing single-source shortest paths [6] . For such an algorithm, users need to slightly modify the original compute(.) of HWCP in order to use LWCP. Specifically, the vertex value a(v) needs to be expanded with another boolean field indicating whether the vertex value is updated. If so, h(.) generates messages according to state (i) (v); otherwise, no message is generated.
The above two categories are actually summarized by [19] and covers most Pregel algorithms. In such algorithms, the outgoing messages can always be computed from vertex state without examining incoming messages. The last kind of algorithm, however, needs to examine the incoming messages in order to generate outgoing messages, and we call such an algorithm as a request-respond style algorithm. In such an algorithm, a requesting vertex u will include its ID in its message to a responding vertex v, so that v knows whom to send its response to.
We further classify request-respond style algorithms into two types. In the first type of algorithm, a responding vertex only needs to select and react to one requesting vertex. An example is given by the bipartite matching algorithm of [6] , where an unmatched vertex on one side only needs to select one vertex (that sends a matching request) from the other side to match. In this problem, the vertex value a(v) needs to be expanded with another field indicating the selected vertex for matching.
In the second type of request-respond style algorithm, a responding vertex needs to send response to every requesting vertex. Even worse, a vertex v may receive requests from many other vertices asking for the value of v, and these vertices may not be v's direct neighbor. This is common for Pregel algorithms that use the pointer jumping (or path doubling) technique to bound the number of supersteps, such as the S-V algorithm of [11] for computing connected components, and the minimum spanning forest algorithm of [20] . In these algorithms, a vertex v needs to respond to more and more vertices as the computation goes on, and we cannot include all their IDs to a(v).
However, such algorithms only have a small portion of supersteps where vertices send responses, and LWCP is still applicable to the other supersteps. Let us call a superstep where vertex send requests (resp. responses) as a requesting (resp. responding) superstep, then we can see that LWCP is still applicable to a requesting superstep. Therefore, our solution is to allow users to mask out those supersteps where LWCP is inapplicable (e.g., responding superstep). Our LWCP algorithm skips the checkpointing operation in a masked superstep even if the condition for checkpointing holds, and a checkpoint will be saved for the first LWCPapplicable superstep after the masked superstep.
Programming Interface. Our LWCP algorithm does not require users to explicitly implement two UDFs for Equations (2) and (3). After all, it is also impossible for a superstep where LWCP is inapplicable. Instead, we let users write the familiar compute(.) function, with some additional issues in mind, which we detail below.
Firstly, a superstep that is not LWCP-applicable should be masked. We provide two methods to mask a superstep: (1) a vertex may mask the current superstep in compute(.), and a superstep is masked if any vertex masks it; (2) users may implement a UDF LWCPable() called at the beginning of a superstep to determine whether to disable checkpointing.
Secondly, for an LWCP-applicable superstep, users need to include additional fields into the vertex value type according to Equation (3), and to formulate the logic in two steps, (i) updating vertex state using incoming messages (i.e., Equation (2)), followed by (ii) sending messages according to the updated vertex state (i.e., Equation (3)).
In the Appendix, we illustrate how to write compute(.) of LWCP for the triangle finding algorithm of [17] .
Our interface design endeavors to keep the vertexcentric programming interface of Pregel, with minor additional issues user need to take care of in order to enjoy the fast checkpointing time of LWCP. In fact, compute(.) of PageRank computation is exactly the same for both LWCP and HWCP. Although for some Pregel algorithms, a user needs to slightly modify compute(.) according to the semantics of Equations (2) and (3), we believe the additional workload to be reasonable just like any pay-as-you-go extensions to Pregel. For example, the recently proposed block-centric frameworks perform much better than the vertex-centric model, but they require users either to write additional computing logic inside a block [9] , [21] , or to specify a scheduler that schedules vertex-centric computation inside a block [22] . After all, if a user does not want to consider additional issues, he may simply use our HWCP algorithm.
Algorithm of LWCP.
Similar to HWCP, our LWCP algorithm implements both recovery functions survivor recovery() and new worker recovery() in Figure 1 with the same logic as follows: each worker W (i) loads the states of vertices in V W from the latest lightweight checkpoint CP W [i], (ii) generates outgoing messages from the loaded states using the semantics of Equation (3), and (iii) shuffles the messages to the receiver side for use in superstep (i + 1). Moreover, adjacency lists are loaded from CP [0], and the logged topology mutations are replayed (if any). If there is no topology mutation, we optimize our algorithm not to load adjacency lists for surviving workers since the existing ones are valid.
Note that after loading vertex states from CP [i], LWCP still needs to generate messages and then shuffle them. In contrast, HWCP directly loads the shuffled messages at the receiver side, and is thus faster. However, loading a checkpoint is just a minor and one-off cost incurred when a failure happens, and the faster checkpointing time of LWCP outweighs the slightly increased cost of checkpoint loading.
Recall that the state of a vertex v, state(v), consists of a(v), active(v) and Γ(v). We only store a(v) and active(v) of every vertex v in a checkpoint, and Γ(v) is handled by incremental checkpointing. However, this is insufficient for message generation, since some vertices may not call compute(.) in a superstep, because it is inactive and does not receive any message. Let us define a boolean field comp 
Transparent Message Generation.
There is yet one remaining problem: users only specify a UDF compute(.) whose semantics includes both Equations (2) and (3), but in Step (ii), we only want to generate messages for a vertex using Equation (3) . Note that it is also incorrect to generate the outgoing messages of a vertex v by directly calling v.compute(.). This is because the values of a(v) and active(v) was loaded from the checkpoint and are thus already up-to-date, and the computing logic of Equation (2) will change them again.
Our solution is still to generate messages for each vertex v using the same UDF compute(.), but in this stage, our framework will ignore any update to the state of v when users call functions like set value(.) and vote to halt(.) in compute(.). As a result, messages are correctly generated using the vertex states loaded from the checkpoint, without additional effort from a programmer.
LOG-BASED RECOVERY
In this section, we first describe how the log-based recovery algorithm of [7] (that performs message logging) can be implemented under our fault-tolerant framework, and then describe a new vertex-state logging approach that further avoids expensive garbage collection during normal execution. We remark that log-based recovery algorithms also perform checkpointing, but they additionally log messages (or vertex states) to local disks. Moreover, since our vertexstate logging approach also requires users to formulate compute(.) according to Equations (2) and (3), it uses LWCP for checkpointing.
The Message Logging Approach. We now present the algorithm for the message logging approach of [7] under our framework. We denote this algorithm by HWLog, which performs both HWCP and message logging. All current local logs are garbage collected by the respective workers after a new checkpoint is written (and committed).
For checkpointing-only algorithms, in superstep i, every worker W performs vertex-centric computation and updates its state s(W ) from (i − 1) to i. However, in log-based recovery, some workers may have s(W ) > i since the states of surviving workers are not rolled back, and these workers simply forward messages loaded (or generated) from local logs to those workers that perform vertex-centric computation. Therefore, each worker needs to keep track of the states of every worker in W all in order to decide whether to send messages to them. When W all is recovered as W alive ∪W new after a failure, the workers need to synchronize their states with each other. Here, synchronization is necessary since surviving workers can be at different supersteps due to cascading failures, and a respawned worker has to get the states of all surviving workers in order to compute the new master.
In a superstep i, if a worker W performs vertex-centric computation (which forwards s(W ) from (i − 1) to i), the generated messages to be sent to each worker W ∈ W all are buffered in a message queue and combined. The combined messages are then sent to W and meanwhile, written to a file log W [i][W ] on local disk in parallel. Since local disk write is typically much faster than network transmission when Gigabit Ethernet is used, log writing usually finishes much earlier than message transmission.
We regard superstep i as partially committed by W only if log W [i][W ] is fully written for every W ∈ W all , since the file may need to be loaded by W as a whole to be forwarded to W during recovery. As a result, if a failure happens, err handling() needs to wait until the surviving worker finishes its asynchronous log writes before starting its error handling. A worker also needs to guarantee that the log writes are complete before fully committing a superstep, though this normally adds no overhead since message transmission is slower.
Also note that we store messages for each superstep and each destination worker in a file, so that in a recovery superstep i, a survivor may simply load the messages in log W [i][W ] to be sent to only those workers W that perform vertex-centric computation.
Algorithm of HWLog.
We now present our HWLog algorithm by specifying the three underlined functions in Figure 1 . We first describe the algorithm of process a superstep(). Let the current superstep number be i. There are three cases.
Case 1: s(W ) ≥ i. In this case, W is a survivor who has partially committed superstep i before, and thus it does not need to perform vertex-centric computation. Instead, it loads messages from log W [i][W ] for each target worker W such that s(W ) ≤ i, and sends them to W . This is because such a worker W will perform computation at the next superstep (i.e., (i + 1)), which requires these messages. Case 2: s(W ) = i − 1. In this case, W needs to perform vertex-centric computation and updates its state from (i−1) to i. All generated messages need to be logged, since any worker may fail later and request messages from W for recomputation. However, like in Case 1, only those messages for a worker W with s(W ) ≤ i are actually sent. Case 3: s(W ) < i − 1. This case is impossible, which can be proved by induction on i, using the fact that in Case 2, if the state of a worker is less than the current superstep i, it will perform computation and update its state to i.
Finally, let W mst be the elected master, then if i < s(W mst ), there is no need to perform synchronization among workers to obtain the global aggregator value and control information, since they have been logged by W mst and thus can be directly obtained from W mst . In contrast, when i = s(W mst ), synchronization is necessary for recovering superstep i, since the earliest failure occurs in that superstep and thus W mst is not globally committed. Note, however, that W mst is guaranteed to be locally committed and should have logged the partially aggregated value and control information, which are used for the synchronization.
When a failure happens, survivor recovery() (in Figure 1(a) ) retains the state of the surviving worker, but sets the superstep number back to the latest checkpointed one. The message queues are only emptied to remove on-the-fly messages, so that these queues can be used to accommodate messages read from local logs during later recovery.
In contrast, new worker recovery() (in Figure 1(b) ) sets both the state of a respawned worker and the superstep number to the latest checkpointed superstep, and it also loads the latest checkpoint, which contains incoming messages for the next superstep as the checkpoint is heavyweight.
The Vertex-State Logging Approach. We now present our vertex-state logging approach that improves the message logging baseline (i.e., HWLog). We call this algorithm as LWLog, which performs both LWCP and vertex-state logging. We remark that the programming interface of LWLog is exactly the same as that of LWCP described in the previous section, i.e., users write compute(.) but formulate their program with Equations (2) and (3).
Compared with HWLog, the content written to a local log has a much smaller data volume because messages are not included. Specifically, for each vertex v, only comp (i) (v) and a (i) (v) are logged. If a worker needs to generate messages of superstep i for forwarding, it generates messages for a vertex v only if comp (i) (v) = true. Unlike LWCP, a local log does not need to store active (i) (v) since the logged states are just for message generation and do not overwrite the current vertex states.
To generate messages from vertex states, LWLog also uses compute(.) by temporarily ignoring updates to vertex states. There are two places that require message generation, where we denote the latest checkpointed superstep by s last .
Place 1: when a failure occurs, a respawned worker loads Finally, we discuss how LWLog handles a masked superstep that is not LWCP-applicable. Since the outgoing messages depend on the incoming messages in such a superstep, they cannot be recovered only from the vertex states, and therefore LWLog switches temporarily to message logging instead of vertex-state logging if a superstep is masked.
EXPERIMENTS
We now report the performance of both checkpointingbased algorithms (1) HWCP and (2) LWCP, and log-based algorithms (3) HWLog and (4) LWLog. Our focus is on checkpointing time and recovery time.
All experiments were run on a cluster of 15 machines connected by Gigabit Ethernet, each with 12 cores (two Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU) and 48GB RAM. We ran 8 workers on each machine, and thus 120 workers in total.
All our system and application code can be accessed from http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/pregelplus/ft.html. Algorithms. Fault tolerance is most useful for long-running jobs. We consider two well-known long-running Pregel algorithms, PageRank computation and triangle finding. We briefly introduce them below. PageRank computation runs considerably longer than other graph algorithms such as the computation of connected components [11] or single-source shortest paths [6] , since PageRank may take many supersteps before convergence. For a large graph, each superstep can be time consuming. Since the time of a superstep is relatively stable throughout the computation, it is common to write a checkpoint for every δ supersteps.
Datasets.
Triangle finding generates huge amounts of intermediate messages during the computation. For example, in the algorithm of [17] , to find a triangle, v 1 v 2 v 3 (assuming v 1 < v 2 < v 3 ), vertex v 1 needs to send a message to v 2 asking it whether v 3 ∈ Γ(v 2 ). Since a graph can have O(|E| 1.5 ) triangles [23] , the message volume is at least O(|E| 1.5 ), which is superlinear to the graph size. Finding all triangles in one round leads to long-running supersteps that are susceptible to machine failures and expensive recomputation. Moreover, the aggregated memory in the cluster may not be sufficient to buffer all the messages. To solve the above problem, existing work has been considering multi-round solutions with disk-based MapReduce [24] , where each round only computes a fraction of triangles. In the Appendix, we extend the triangle finding algorithm of [17] to run in multiple rounds with bounded message number in each round, whose variation for triangle counting was used in our experiments to eliminate the cost of saving enumerated triangles to disks.
Since PageRank is designed for (directed) web graphs, we ran its experiments on the two directed graphs, WebUK and WebBase. In contrast, triangle counting is normally computed in an undirected graph, and thus we ran its experiments on the two undirected graphs Friendster and BTC.
Experiments on PageRank Computation
In this set of experiments, we ran the PageRank algorithm of [6] , and wrote a checkpoint for every 10 supersteps. Since every superstep generates the same number of messages (one on each edge) during normal execution, the running time of a superstep is stable. This also holds during the recovery stage, and thus we report the average running time of a superstep for each stage of computation.
In the experiments, we killed a worker at superstep 17 to simulate a worker failure. This leads to 4 difference stages listed in order as follows, which gives us four time metrics about the running time of a superstep:
• Stage 1: the job first executes normally from superstep 1 to superstep 16, and we define T norm as the running time of a superstep averaged over these 16 supersteps.
• Stage 2: after the failure occurs at superstep 17, recovery of the latest checkpointed superstep (i.e., 10) is triggered. To recover superstep 10, in HWCP and LWCP, every worker loads CP [10] from HDFS; while in HWLog and LWLog, only respawned workers load CP [10] . Moreover, since LWCP and LWLog load only vertex states, they need to generate messages and shuffle them to the receiver side. We denote the time of recovering superstep 10 by T cpstep , which represents the time of recovering the latest checkpointed superstep (including the time of loading the checkpoint). 16 . We define T recov as the running time of a superstep averaged over these 6 supersteps. Note that since HWLog and LWLog only transmit messages to one respawned worker that replaces the killed one, messages to the other 119 surviving workers do not need to be transmitted and thus T recov is expected to be much shorter than T norm .
• Stage 4: finally, the recovery reaches superstep 17, and we denote the time of recovering this superstep by T last . This metric represents the time of recovering the superstep where the failure occured. We separate T last from T recov since even HWLog and LWLog have to transmit all messages in this superstep. This is because after superstep 17, the job returns to normal execution starting from superstep 18, and thus every worker performs vertexcentric computation (whose performance is already captured by T norm ). We expect T last to be close to T norm since all messages are transmitted, but slightly shorter since survivors do not perform computation.
Among the metrics, T norm is averaged over 16 supersteps while T recov is averaged over 6 supersteps, which is good enough since the time of a superstep is stable in each stage. Also note that not all metrics we reported are equally important. For example, T recov is important in demonstrating how log-based recovery reduces the recovery time in HWLog and LWLog, while T last is less important as it is only related to the last superstep of recovery. Moreover, T norm is only reported for comparison (e.g., with T recov ) and is obviously not to be improved by any fault-tolerance mechanism. We highlight the most important metrics in red color, in all the subsequent tables that report performance results. Finally, we remark that while our algorithms support cascading failures, they will lead to more stages and thus more time metrics to report, which are too complicated for presentation purpose and are thus avoided. Table 2 (a) (resp. Table 2(b)) reports the performance of computing PageRank over WebUK (resp. WebBase) for the time metrics for supersteps defined above. Columns with header T norm in Table 2 show that during normal execution, a superstep For HWCP and LWCP, T recov is similar to T norm since checkpoint-based recovery simply reruns the computation after rolling back to superstep step CP . In contrast, for HWLog and LWLog, T recov is many times shorter than T norm , as highlighted by the red figures in Columns with header T recov in Table 2 . Specifically, T recov is around 4 times (resp. 8 times) shorter than T norm on WebUK (resp. WebBase). This is because log-based algorithms only transmit those messages to the respawned worker. However, recall that we only kill one of the 120 workers and thus the message volume to be transmitted is reduced to approximately 1/120 of that during normal execution. But T recov is not reduced to 1/120 of T norm , which is because of two reasons: (1) vertex-centric computation and message combining are performed in parallel during normal execution, and cannot be reduced much since the respawned worker still needs to perform these operations; (2) only the respawned worker receives messages, which results in a communication bottleneck on the receiver side.
Performance of Time Metrics for Supersteps.
Obviously, for HWLog and LWLog, if we kill more workers at superstep 17, more messages need to be transmitted during recovery and T recov should increase. To study the relationship between T recov and the number of failed workers, we repeat the previous experiments for HWLog and LWLog on WebUK, by killing more workers. The results are reported in Table 3 , where we can see that T recov increases slowly with the number of workers killed. In fact, T recov continues to increase when more workers are killed. For example, when 12 workers are killed, T recov is around 18 seconds for both HWLog and LWLog; while when 20 workers are killed, T recov is around 21 seconds for both algorithms.
Referring to Table 2 again, we can see that T cpstep of LWCP and LWLog is longer than that of HWCP and HWLog. For example, on WebUK, T cpstep takes 15.43 seconds for HWCP while the time is 40.84 seconds for LWCP. This is because when recovering superstep 10 after rolling back, a worker in LWCP and LWLog needs to generate messages from vertex states (loaded from CP [10] or local logs of superstep 10), and then shuffles them to the receiver side. In contrast, a worker in HWCP and HWLog directly loads incoming messages for superstep 11 from CP [10] .
Note that T cpstep is much shorter than T norm in HWCP and HWLog. For example, for HWCP on WebUK, T cpstep takes 15.43 seconds while T norm is 31.45 seconds. This is because incoming messages are directly loaded from CP [10] when recovering superstep 10, whose time cost is much less than that of vertex-centric computation, plus that of combining and the transmission of the generated messages as required in normal execution.
In contrast, T cpstep is even longer than T norm in LWCP, since LWCP transmits the same amount of messages during recovery as in normal execution, except that these messages are generated from vertex states loaded from CP [10] rather than by vertex-centric computation. Also, T cpstep includes the time of loading CP [10] from HDFS. However, this does not mean that LWCP is inferior to HWCP. Note that T cpstep is just a one-off cost for recovering a failure (which is very infrequent); while as we shall see shortly, compared with HWCP, LWCP significantly reduces the checkpointing time and thus improves the failure-free performance (of every job). Also note that the additional recovery cost incurred by T cpstep is limited, as T cpstep is close to T norm , i.e., the time of running one superstep.
Performance of Checkpointing and Logging. We now report the following metrics on checkpointing and logging for the same experiments described above. Note that while the previously-defined metrics mainly reflect the performance of recovery, the next few metrics reflect the additional overhead incurred by any job during failure-free execution, in order to be fault-tolerant.
• Since CP [0] is a special heavy-weight checkpoint that includes edges but no messages, we examine the time of writing CP [0], denoted by T cp0 .
• We also examine the time of writing a checkpoint
, which is CP [10] in our experiments. We denote this time by T cp , which also includes the time of any garbage collection operations following the writing of CP [10] .
• We examine the time of loading a checkpoint CP [i] (i ≥ 1). For our experiments, the time refers to that of loading CP [10] after we kill a worker at superstep 17, which we denote by T cpload . Since some workers may not load data from CP [10] in log-based algorithms, and workers do not synchronize through a barrier after they load CP [10] , T cpload is averaged over the checkpoint loading time of every worker W that loads data from CP W [10] . Note that the time accounts for part of T cpstep .
• We examine the time of writing a local log, denoted by T log . Since some workers do not perform computation and log data, the time is averaged over all workers that write a log and over all supersteps (both in normal execution and during recovery).
• We examine the time of loading a local log, denoted by T logload . Similarly, the time is averaged over all workers that load a log, and over all supersteps during recovery. Table 4 reports the above metrics for our PageRank experiments. We can see from Columns with header T cp0 that it takes around 46 seconds (resp. 18 seconds) to write CP [0] on WebUK (resp. on WebBase). The time is insensitive to the algorithm adopted, since the content of CP [0] is the same, i.e., vertex states plus adjacency lists.
In contrast, T cp is sensitive to the algorithm adopted. In LWCP and LWLog, T cp is merely less than 2.5 seconds on both datasets, showing that the checkpoints are lightweight. Compared with their corresponding T norm reported in Table 2, the checkpointing overhead reported in T cp is negligible. In contrast, in HWCP and HWLog, T cp is a few times Table 2 , since the checkpoints written are heavyweight. Also note that HWLog has a much longer T cp than HWCP. For example, on WebUK where T norm is around 32 seconds, T cp is 65.18 seconds for HWCP while the time increases to 107.68 seconds for HWLog. This is because HWLog also needs to delete the logged messages for the previous δ = 10 supersteps after writing a new checkpoint, which is time consuming due to the large message volume.
Therefore, if garbage collection is performed, HWLog even degrades the failure-free performance compared with HWCP, in return for faster recovery. On the other hand, Table 4 shows that LWLog has similar T cp to LWCP, and the additional garbage collection cost of LWLog is negligible. This is because LWLog writes lightweight vertex-state logs (rather than heavyweight message logs as in HWLog).
While we have seen that deleting message logs of δ supersteps is time-consuming, we find that the cost of log loading/writing is negligible. As Table 4 shows, T log is only around 1 second for HWLog, and even much shorter for LWLog. Similarly, T logload is also very short. This is because the OS memory cache provides locality for sequential local reads/writes. Since a worker in our log-based algorithms transmits and logs outgoing messages in parallel and T log is much shorter than T norm , logging incurs negligible overhead to normal execution.
Comparison with Existing Systems. We have only compared our algorithms on top of our own framework. To show the fairness of the comparison, we now demonstrate that even our baseline algorithm, HWCP, is already faster than existing systems, including Giraph 1.0.0, GraphLab 2.2 and GraphX (Spark 1.1.0), which support only heavyweight checkpointing. For this purpose, we repeated our PageRank Table 6 Performance of HWLog Implementation of [7] T norm T cpstep experiments on these systems and report the major costs (T norm and T cp ) in Table 5 , which shows that our HWCP implementation has much shorter T norm than the others, and that our T cp is comparable to that of Giraph and much shorter than that of GraphLab and GraphX. Since [7] implements HWLog in Giraph, we also repeated our PageRank experiments using [7] 's system whose code is provided by the authors. Their system does not work properly with the multithreading option of Giraph 1.0.0, and we were only able to run one worker on each machine. Table 6 reports the major costs of their system, which is much higher than our implementation as reported in Tables 2 and 4.
Experiments on Triangle Counting
We now report our experiments on triangle counting, whose algorithm is given in the appendix, along with the parameter setting. The performance on both undirected graphs are similar, and thus we only report the experiments on Friendster and omit those on BTC. We set checkpointing frequency δ = 10 and kill a worker at superstep 20.
Unlike PageRank computation, the time of a superstep decreases with superstep number, and thus average time of a superstep is no longer representative. We redefine the metrics as follows: (1) T norm : the total time taken by running supersteps 11-19 normally before worker failure occurs; (2) T recov : the total time taken by recovering supersteps 11-19 after worker failure is detected; (3) T cp : the time for checkpointing a superstep. We focus only on supersteps between 10 and 20 in order to compare T recov with T norm .
Table 7(a) shows that log-based algorithms have much smaller T recov than T norm , while algorithms writing LWCPs have much smaller T cp than those writing HWCPs. Table 7(b) reports T recov when more workers are killed, and an obvious increase in T recov can be observed as the number of failed workers increases.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a lightweight checkpointing method that significantly reduces the checkpointing time, and handles challenges like graph mutation and supersteps where LWCP is inapplicable. The idea is further combined with vertex-state log based recovery to reduce recovery time, without sacrificing the benefit of faster checkpointing provided by LWCP. Open-source implementations of our algorithms are provided. 
